Тематики устного экзамена по английскому языку
2 класс
1. My busy day
2. School life
3. In the wild
4. My town
5. Food
6. Home
7. Holidays and travelling
8. Sport
3 класс
1. School
2. Food
3. Daily tasks
4. Around town
5. Home
6. Health
7. Travelling
8. Seasons and holidays
4 класс
1. A visit to a museum
2. At the campsite
3. Being a detective
4. Environment
5. Keep safe
6. My last train journey
7. Mythical creatures
8. Sounds and Music
9. Space
5

класс

1. Shopping and money (online shopping, charity projects, money management)
2. Heroes and fame (celebrities, the person I admire)
3. Wonders of the past (The Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, the Colosseum, Stonehenge,
Tutankhamun’s Treasures)
3. At home (my home, household chores)
4. Computers and the internet (the World Wide Web, first computers, advantages and
disadvantages of the internet)
5. Life choices (the right food, exercise, time outdoors, rest and sleep)

6. Look out! (Personal safety, global problems)
7. Having fun! (Free time, hobbies)
8. Ecology (why we recycle, food waste)

6 класс
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

School life. My Lyceum.
My House/Flat. Making your House Green.
Travelling. My Holiday Trip.
Sports. My Fitness Program.
Reading. My Book Review.
Food. Planning a Healthy Diet.
The Natural World.
Shopping and Money.
Science and Technology.

7 Класс
1. Friendship
2. Bestsellers (printed or online, different genres, my favorite book)
3. Jobs
4. Log on ( computers and the internet, social networking, videogames)
5. Home
6. School life ( your school, exam rules)
7. Hobbies
8. Feelings ( How to deal with stress)
9. Entertainment ( music, theatre, cinema)
10. Looks amazing ( different cuisines, healthy food)
8 класс
1 Personality and character (personality traits, self-esteem, building confidence)
2 Transport and travel (means of transport, types of travel, the importance of travelling,
responsible tourism)
3 City life (advantages and disadvantages of living in a city or the countryside)
4 Food and cooking (food nutrients, healthy eating habits, cooking, the future of food)
5
6
7
8
8

Education (education in Russia, lifelong learning)
Science (important discoveries and inventions, the role of technology in our life)
Sport (types of sports, benefits of sports and exercise, , drugs in sports )
Art (fine arts and performing arts, describing a painting, the role of art education)
Shopping and money (shopping, managing money, consumerism)

10 класс
1.
Education (the value of education, the importance of lifelong learning, university
education, exams, managing study time, choosing a university, studying abroad)
2.
Jobs (types of work and employment, job requirements, choosing a career, volunteer
work, work experience for teenagers, a dream job)
3.

Travelling (means of transport, types of travel, responsible tourism)

4.

Personality and success (talents and intelligence, heroes and celebrities)

5.

Money (managing personal finance, the value of money, consumerism)

6.

Health (health problems, nutrition, healthy lifestyle, technologies and health)

7.

Arts (creative arts, classical and popular art, media, piracy, film and book reviews)

8.
The natural world (natural disasters and emergencies, personal safety, charity, relief
organizations)
9.
Technology (technologies around us, benefits and dangers of technology, screenage
generation)
10.

Media (types of media, truth and bias in media news, the role of media)

